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This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional obligation’ to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.
No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
—————————————————————

EDITORIAL

rails! There’s also the ‘warts and all’ conclusion to the
conversion of those ‘bumble bee’ Bachmann passenger cars

It’s rapidly approaching time for MMRG’s annual exhibition
and I make no apology for featuring it large in this issue. It,

and even a little something for those of you who like to count
wheels ……. it takes all sorts to make a world!

quite simply, is the biggest event in the Club’s yearly
A bit of something (I hope) for everyone, as they say.

calendar!

You will find information regarding almost every aspect of the
show in this issue and what we, as a Club, need as
additional resources …… mainly ‘pairs of hands’ and your
support with our advertising campaign. If you find that you
can spare us some of your time, we would very much
appreciate your help (see page 14). You can get in touch
with the Club through this Newsletter (“MMRGNewsLetter@hotmail.com”) or e-mail the Club direct
(‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'). Please head

On a somewhat different note, it is now confirmed that
‘Purgatory Peak’ will be heading for the Dortmund
Intermodellbau in April. This is, as some of you may
remember from the reports of last years Club visit, the
biggest show of its kind in Europe with 9 huge exhibition
halls packed full to bursting with all aspects of model
making. Not only are there model railways, there are radio
controlled cars, trucks, tanks, diggers, bulldozers, boats,
ships, planes (with flying displays - indoors!), helicopters,
drones and almost anything else you can think of in

any e-mail “Give my Time”.

miniature form. The trade support for this show is vast with
If you would like any more information you can visit the
Club’s web site (‘macclesfieldmrg.org.uk') and you can keep

every conceivable British and European) manufacturer
represented and more than a few from around the world.

up to speed with our advertising on Facebook
(www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg). You may also come
across ads on a number of Facebook linked ‘for sale locally’
sites. Please ‘LIKE’ and ‘SHARE’ as much as you can. You
would be amazed at how many people that simple action can
reach - far more, in fact, than placing ads in ALL the

If you are thinking of going to the show (4 days from
Thursday 4 to Sunday 7 April) you should allow yourself at
least 2 days to see everything. It is truly vast! Make sure you
don’t have too many of the excellent local beers. You will
need a clear head and unimpeded vision!

newspapers local to Macclesfield!
I think that’s it for now. As ever, I hope you enjoy the read.
We’ve not forgotten other aspects of this Newsletter and you
will find a great mix of articles covering the ‘£1.00 Raffle
Layout’, Dominic’s latest travels - you’d think from this island
he’d only be interested in sun, sand and sangria but, no, it
wouldn’t be Dominic if he didn’t find something that runs on

If you have any ideas, information or reports on your own
modelling activities and/or travels that you would like to
include in this Newsletter, please get in touch. All
contributions are welcome.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
through the On30 Group, supports the development of

“MegaPoints Controllers”
for all the latest news, go to:-

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"

ANNUAL EXHIBITION NEWS
We’ve got some fantastic layouts. Most major scales are

Mike Hebblethwaite

represented and there’s something for everyone, young and
not so young alike …… but more of them later!

The Big Red Bus
As you can see from the flier (left), the ‘Big Red Bus’ is back
again! After last year’s success, how could it not be featured?
For those of you who haven’t met this bus yet, you can catch
up on its history in the January and February 2018 back
issues of this Newsletter. Simply click on the month and
away you go! You can also catch it at any recognised bus
stop on its route between the railway station and the show
over the course of the show weekend (see timetable below).

As ever, we are so grateful to Peter Nash who owns and
maintains this beautiful, iconic vehicle. Iconic? Ask anyone
outside the UK to name five London features and,
guaranteed, the Routemaster bus will feature in the list!

This is a free, hop on hop off, travel as many times as you
like, service offered by Peter who (I shouldn’t really tell you
this) pays for everything out of his own pocket. Please, if you

As if you didn’t already know, the time for MMRG’s annual

can, make a small donation toward the upkeep of this bus - it

exhibition is drawing very close ……. and what a show we’ve

will be much appreciated. If you do manage to talk to Peter

got lined up for you!

(and it’s really worth doing so) you will soon appreciate why
he is so enthusiastic about his bus and what it means to him

We’ve got fantastic trade support. You want it? Our traders
have probably got it. But more of them later!

to be able to preserve it for future generations. On top of
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being a nice guy, he is a mine of information.

Catering
As always, we have catering staff who try to offer the best
catering on the small show circuit and they take a great deal
of pride in their work. After all, they have a great reputation to
maintain! We have everything from bacon butties (a must
have after travelling to the show!) and a breakfast menu to
full blown three course meals (including a traditional Sunday
lunch!)….. and all at very reasonable prices! It’s no wonder
that so many visitors make our show a ‘day out’. There’s
even butties and cakes to take away for the journey home.
There really is no excuse for feeling hungry at any time
during the show!
part of the ICI Group its production primarily based on alkalis
O.K. That’s got you there! Even if you arrived by car, it’s

and sodium (Na) salts; using an ammonia soda process

worth a free ride on the bus. And you’ve been fed. What’s

originally developed by Solvay in Belgium.

next? Mmmmmm. You could always have a look round the

The layout does not try to represent a specific site or

show …………..

production process but is intended to give an overview of a
small part of the railway systems used in the chemical
industry in the North West of England. A major part of these

The Layouts
Amalgamated Wagon Works

privately-owned railways belonged to ICI, then the bellwether

‘0’

of the British economy.

Ben Lord

Bluish

3mm

Phil Mason
Whilst the inspiration for 'Bluish' was Reddish shed that
served the Woodhead line in the BR blue era, the impetus
came from the installation of a new fireplace. After
dismantling the old one, I was left with a 5ft x 15in wooden

This is a micro shunting layout based around a private
wagon repair shop that could have been found anywhere in
1930’s to 1960’s Britain. Wagons and goods are brought ion
to the layout, unloaded, exchanged and ‘repaired’ before
being taken off scene.

Bellwether Works

framework that had been the hearth. "Ah ha, model railway

’00’

baseboard", I thought and the idea for a minimum space,

John Gough

minimum cost layout was born. And it just had to be called

Railway and period: North West Industrial England approx..

'Phoenix'. Other timber came from my next door neighbour

1960s onward

who disposes of old beds for a living and the name 'Wasbed'

Bellwether Works – (Na) it doesn’t; with its dated workforce
joke, this imaginary works is a
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was also considered. But as we have a long term aim of

building a 3mm scale Woodhead layout, it seemed a good

scratch built using a variety of materials with depot (station

idea to try out ideas for catenary etc and so 'Bluish' was

building) and the hand car shed built from kits. Some of the

born. Everything about this little project, which has to fit in a

buildings are inspired by old or current US kits or featured in

VW 'Up', is conventional. Working to a roughly £100 budget,

modelling magazines.

the baseboard top is Sundeala, track is Peco HOm, control is
from a 45 year old 'Duette' with equally venerable H&M point

Operation is my first venture with DCC

motors and it's all held together with coach bolts and wing
nuts. The catenary consists of scratch built masts and

Camel Quay

Electrotren HO wires. As is usual on TT layouts, rail vehicles

Terry Robinson

’00’

are a mixture of scratch builds, kits and modified Tri-ang;
some running on state of the art digital ready continental
chassis. In particular, the iconic class 76 bodies were
professionally moulded in resin from a scratch built master.
1:100 is a brilliant and rewarding scale to work in and is
amply supported by the 3mm Society and various traders
and manufacturers. Please don't hesitate to ask any
questions.

Bodger Creek and Northern

0n30

John Baxendale
The layout is a first foray into 0n30 after a significant gap in
narrow gauge modelling. The layout is the result of a number

Camel Quay is a typical North Cornwall ex-LSWR station on

of years work delayed by far too many distractions.

the River Camel lying on the Rock-Delabole Railway, had it

The layout depicts the town of Jasper and is the location of a

been built. The station with its goods shed bears a
resemblance to Padstow on the opposite side of the river.
There are local passenger services with express trains from
Waterloo. Southern National’s Bedford OB buses link the
High Street and railway station with outlying towns and
villages.

The quay was built by the Rock Delabole Railway Company
but the busy sidings also serve a small fishing fleet and small
coasters carrying local china clay and coal. There is a repair
shop, offices and a few marine businesses on the dock side.
The Railway Tavern receives a delivery from the brewery and
the hotel has a special guest. Locals and holidaymakers buy
fresh bread and cakes, stop off for afternoon tea or queue for
back shop facility that supports several nearby branch lines

fish and chips.

and local industries. There is also a short branch down to a
small loading dock on the shore of Lake Charles at Bennett’s

Canalside Ironworks

Landing. Here supplies are transferred to barges and boats

David Atkinson

for distribution to lakeside settlements.

Canalside Ironworks is a purely fictitous location, supposedly

’00’

somewhere in deepest Derbyshire but could be from any
Rolling stock is predominantly Bachmann with many
weathered by Clayton Weathering. Most of the buildings are

industrial location in England around the 1920/30s period.
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The layout was originally built by the late Fred Shilton, whose
family very kindly donated it to the SRC.

It is built in 4mm scale to EM gauge (18.2mm) and is based
on the actual track layout of Freshwater (Isle Of Wight) as it
would have been in around 1930. All the locomotives, rolling
stock and track were scratch built to very fine standards.
Buildings too were scratch built and were based on
photographs of the time.

Since acquiring the layout, SRC has reinforced the
The actual layout which is modelled in a rather obscure scale

baseboards to allow safe transport, re-wired the points, built

for model railways of 1/50th which equates to 6mm = 1 foot

a new control panel, extended the scenic section and added

of reality.

a traverser fiddle yard. The layout is analogue with twin

There are very few commercially produced model railway

controllers with the points operated by H & M solenoid point

items available in this scale so virtually everything you see

motors powered by a CDU.

before you has been either kit adapted or scratch-built. The
track gauge is 9mm between the rails and the loco motors/

The scenics, backscenes etc have been finished in

chassis are commercial produced ‘N’ mechanisms.

accordance with known information about Freshwater at the
time in which the model is set.

This layout has many operating features such as a working
incline, water wheel, pumping beam engine, pit head winding

Melrose End

’00’

gear and a furnace blast engine plus many more.

Brian Davies

If you have any questions or queries about the modelling

The layout has been designed to be shown at exhibitions

techniques used please don’t hesitate to ask as we will be

and for use at home. The main emphasis of the layout is

only to willing to answer your queries.

keeping operators & spectators interested in stock
movements. The layout is split into two operating sections, a
goods yard, which consists of a run round loop, and three

Also we have photographs in an album showing the various
stages of construction of the layout and the locomotives
running upon it, so if you would like to view these please ask
and I’ll be only to willing to show you.

Freshwater

EM

Tony Parker (Stafford Railway Circle)
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long sidings for coal, open and closed running stock. The

Rolling stock again are kits from Parkside or in the case of

branch line has a bay platform and a main platform, which

the D&S kits being brass.

has a run round loop for three large coaches or four smaller
coaches. Other facilities are a private siding that is owed by

Please feel free to ask the operators any questions, as we

an engineering company, a two-road LNWR engine shed

are only to happy to help.

with facilities for coal and watering. The buildings are both
scrachbuilt and kit built, which have been modified with

Portwenn

interiors and bits and pieces added. Most of the wagons and

Dave Wheelton and Jim Barry (MMRG)

’00’

coaching stock are either RTR or kit built; loads have been
added to out of the box wagons. The period being portrayed
is 1930 - 40s where the LMS & LNER have joint running
rights. The stock in the storage area is controlled by a
cassette system.

Outwell Village

’00’

Alan Price
Built by the Great Eastern Railway Company as an

Portwenn is a small fishing port on the North Cornwall coast
deep in China Clay country. First operated by the Southern
railway it has been under western region control since the
boundary changes if the late 1950s. Traffic has always been
the usual clay trains having to reverse in the station through
to the busy summer Saturday holiday trains from Paddington,
Birmingham and the North East, with local trains to Bodmin
and Exeter along the old ‘Withered Arm’.
experiment to keep the cost down, The Wisbech & Upwell
Tramway opened to traffic on the 8th September 1884. It

As with many in the hobby we have more stock than the

brought fruit and vegetables from the fens into Wisbech with

layout can normally handle so we like to run the layout with a

coal and agricultural products going the other way. The line

daily pattern of change. We will start out in the morning with

closed on the 23rd May 1966.

the end of steam and green diesels and hope to finish with
the blue era so the ten years from 1965 to 1975 is covered.

Our model of Outwell Village depicts the largest intermediate
depot on the tramway. The period we chose to model can be

The layout was constructed in the traditional manner using

best described as post second world war. Although this

plywood and planed timber having been recently extended

spans twenty- one years, it is difficult to ring the changes

into the format you see today. This was to give us more room

during this period. It does allow us to run both L.N.E.R and

in the station platforms having investigated some of the long

British Railways stock.

closed stations such as Ilfracombe. The track is Peco code
75 and stock from the usual suppliers.

The scenic boards have hand built point work on copper clad
sleepers, plain track is SMP. Motive Power are either kits or

We hope you like what you see and if you take a second look

scratch built using Black Beetle motor bogies in the steam

you will see some of the changes in liveries from 1965 to

trams, and Bachman chassis in the 04 Drury trams.
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1975 or later if an HST sneaks in at the end of the sequence.

Tunley Marsh

’N’

inspired by the success of the Helsingborg-Råå-Ramlösa

Chris Tungate

Järnväg. Like the HRRJ, the UMJ began its life with imported
French locomotives and rolling stock built by Decauville.
Some of these French locomotives are still in service. These
were followed by locally built stock, from builders such as
Bolinder, Motala and Mekaniksa Verkstad. In reality, the
layout is freelance, but inspired by the Swedish 60cm gauge
lines that existed until the early 1950s, in particular the
HRRJ, the Kosta-Lessebo Järnväg and the JönköpingGripenbergs Järnväg. All are now closed, but surviving locos
and stock can be seen at Mariefred, on the preserved ÖstraSödermanlands Järnväg

Weaver Hill

’00’

Richard Brady
Tunley Marsh was built by Richard Bardsley as a GWR
branch line terminus. Since taking over the layout I have
moved the period forward to late 1950s WR. The Station
Master seems to have a supply of GWR paints however, and
the station looks much as it did before. Traffic flows remain
good and a nearby, mysterious, Government facility brings in
frequent parcels trains, although we are not allowed to talk
about that! We will talk about just about anything else
however, so please stop for a chat.

Ulvaryd (Strand)

‘H0e’

Come and see the trains go by just as you would if you went

Charles Insley

down to the lineside today! The four-track main line has Over
Head Line Electrification (OHLE) and so can support both the
latest diesel and electric trains.
The layout is set in the countryside with fields and a
scattering of trees separated from the track by palisade
fencing and features a couple of over road bridges (based on
Madeley). Two twin-bore tunnels take the track under
Weaver Hill – named after the weaver’s cottage which used
to sit atop the hill. The cottage has long since gone, to be
replaced by a folly which is visible for miles around.

The layout scenery reflects what one would notice in reality –
not much other than the sight and sound of trains passing –
at speed. Watch and enjoy!

The layout is set in southern Sweden, on the shores of Lake
Vättern in Västergötland. It is the lakeside terminus of the
Ulvaryd-Mjölltorp Järnväg (the Ulvaryd-Mjölltorp Railway), a

Westbrook

60cm gauge (2ft) railway which connected the small lakeside

Paul Butler

town of Ulvaryd with the standard gauge line from Skövde to

Set in the late 1980’s sectorisation period, Westbrook is a

Karlsborg. The railway was built in the early 20th century,

fictitious Midlands industrial town on a busy cross country
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’N’

which operates fully automatically – loading, moving and
unloading without the touch of human hand!
The layout's track plan is inspired by Leintwardine from Ian
Rice's book Light Railway Layout Designs. Train control is by
conventional DC although concessions have been made to
modern technology with the use to servos to operate the
points and Raspberry Pi in overall control of the automatic
operation of the two-foot gauge mine railway. The Pi
communicates with a network of 5 micro-controllers 2 of
which operate the servos which perform the loading and
unloading of mine wagons. Another micro-controller senses
route which is served by both local and long distance

the train's position and controls its direction and speed.

passenger services with connections to a branch line which
terminates at one of the station’s bay platfroms. There is a

Wolfe Lowe was featured in The Railway Modeller in

wide variety of freight traffic which passes through the area

September and October 2018, Hornby Magazine in

as well as serving local industrial sites. These services are

December 2018 and has featured several times in this

often held in the loops outside the station to allow passenger

Newsletter.

services to pass. There is a rail-served terminal on part of the
old goods yard, receiving regular trip workings and

The Traders (in alphabetical order!)

occasional block loads for onward distribution by road. Locos

ABC Model Railways

can also be seen at the back of the station on the fuelling

Trading for over 35 years, we offer a wide range of

road or stabled between duties.

collectable Model Railways from the smallest T GAUGE to
larger scale models. The most popular from N gauge,

Wolfe Lowe

‘0’

through Z, HOe/009, HOm SWISS BEMO outline, to 00

Stephen Moore and Shaun Horrocks

gauge and American and Continental HO.

Wolfe Lowe is a small terminus station located somewhere in

'www.abcmodelrailways.com'

Staffordshire Moorlands. The era is LMS pre-grouping but
ambiguous as to which constituent company in order to allow

Axminster Tools

the layout to accommodate Midland, LNW and North

Axminster Tools offers a huge range of hand and power

Staffordshire stock. The layout incorporates a small

tools, large and small. Whatever your workshop needs, they

sandstone quarry and iron ore mine. In the quarry, wagons

can supply.

are filled with stone and hauled by a private railway
‘www.axminster.co.uk'

locomotive down to a head shunt where they are exchanged
with mainline railway company engines for the final leg into
the station. The ore is delivered to wagons using a mine train

Bespoke Signs & Print
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For all those signs (road, rail, pub, shop and advertising

converting old trains to DCC using the harnesses, it is easier

hoardings) that bring your model railway to life ......

when the train is mounted on a rolling road system to ensure

'thebespokeshop@yahoo.co.uk' (e-mail)

everything is running correctly before using on my layout. All
the products we manufacture are products that I needed for

Booklaw Publications

my own modelling needs and I use them on a daily basis.

Railway books? What we haven’t got in stock (and we’ve got
hundreds of titles from all the major publishers), we can find

We now also stock an extensive range of LED’s in sizes from

and source for you. Come and see for yourself at the show!

1.6mm to 5mm in all shapes and colours including 0603 /

'www.booklaw.co.uk' (e-mail)

0805 SMD’s. We also stock a series of 0805 SMD’s that self
flash so no need for anything else just 3v . We also stock a

Country Park Models

range of switches, decoder wire, layout wire, LED strip

Whilst we are well known for our great range of spare parts

lighting, resistors both metal film a SMD sizes, syringes,

for all the major UK manufacturers’ products, we do carry a

connector blocks. We also have a range of chemicals

wide range of other ‘useful bits and pieces’.

including track cleaner, liquid flux, paint thinners, plastic weld
solvent, IPA, industrial meths, water based smoke fluid.

Maybe you are looking for a particular spare part? Check us

'www.directtrainspares-burnley.co.uk'

out at the Show or let us know what you need and we’ll try to
bring it along with us.

High Lane Models
Come and visit Stockport's leading pre-owned OO & N gauge

bassmikebass@aol.com

model railway and diecast toy supplier based in Stockport

Country Scenes & Trees

Market Hall. We are open on Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays

We have a great range of products to help you with all your

& Saturdays throughout the year.

scenic projects .... scatter materials, lichens, ballast, paints,

With a good selection of locomotives, wagons, coaches,

glues. You name it, we’ve probably got it!

track and scale vehicles, Gaugemaster products, as well as
scenic materials from Javis, we are always happy to discuss

Oh! And we’ve got a few trees!

your particular requirements. We regularly attend model
railway 'swap meets' and shows.

Direct Train Spares
We are a small family run business and manufacturers of

‘www.highlanemodelrailways.co.uk'

high quality products at affordable prices. We currently
Made in Manchester

manufacture rolling road cradle units in various gauges ( N,
TT, O, EM, P4, OO, G, GAUGE 1 & 3. We can manufacture

Made in Manchester Models was started in 2016 to meet

other gauges of rolling roads to order, we have recently

the demand for realistic scale industrial scenery by

made S7, GAUGE 1, GAUGE 3 and BG4, so just ring to

producing high quality’ ready made, authentic models in

discuss your required gauge.

scales from 1:76 to G Scale using fully recyclable

We also manufacture NEM 652 and NEM 651 DCC decoder

materials all sourced (where possible) and assembled in

socket wiring harnesses, Coach lighting kits, Yard lights and

sunny Manchester.

Aspect signals. We only manufacture using LED’s not grain
Our current range of high quality bespoke fuel storage tanks

of wheat bulbs.

are ideal for the model railway enthusiast as well as die-cast
and military modellers to name a few.

As a keen model railway enthusiast myself and with previous
aerospace engineering experience I understand the
importance of offering products made to a high standard and

Please visit our gallery pages to view a small selection of our

easy to use whilst keeping prices low.

current range of scale models.
www.madeinmanchestermodels.com

I also use the NEM 652 DCC harnesses to convert my older
OO gauge trains to DCC for my own layout. I find that when
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North Western Models

At North Western Models we believe that it’s the detail that

No plastic! Just paper bags (as they should be) filled with all
those tastes of yesteryear .......a real trip down memory lane

brings a model railway to life and the company was

for all with a ‘sweet tooth’

established in 2015 by Kevin Colley and Christopher Gore as
an online model shop based in Stockport, Cheshire. Initially

sweetsofyesteryear@gmail.com

dealing with high quality detailing accessories and kits, North
The Junction Box

Western Models prides itself in serving the model railway

We stock a good selection of second hand model railway

community to promote the notion that detailing helps to bring

products and we always aim to add new stock to our

a model railway to life.

extensive range.
In September 2016, North Western Models was a winner of
If there are any items you are especially looking for please let

Small Business Sunday (#SBS) which is run by Dragons’

me know and I will always try and oblige where possible

Den star, Theo Paphitis. Christopher and Kevin initially met
with Mr Paphitis in Birmingham in February 2017 to receive

'www.thejunctionbox.net'

their award which recognises and celebrates successful
small businesses and entrepreneurs within the UK. They

The Club’s ‘Pre-Loved’ Stand

continually work alongside other small businesses within Mr

This is often referred to as ‘The Bargain Counter’ and not

Paphitis’ #SBS circle to develop their model railway business

without good reason. You will find many items on this stand

and to drive forwards with full steam ahead!

at rock bottom prices! Some items are sold on behalf of Club
members, the items themselves do not belong to the Club,

‘www.northwesternmodels.co.uk'

and they are clearly marked. By far the largest number of
items for sale do belong to the Club and their prices are

Powerbond

already heavily discounted. It’s part of our effort and policy to

POWERBOND ADHESIVES LTD was formed in 1979 and

promote the hobby through the sale of affordable model

over the years we have accumulated a vast amount of

railway items. In either case, please do not ask for further

experience and application knowledge.

‘discounts’ as we are already selling as cheaply as we
sensibly can!

The goal of POWERBOND.CO.UK is to supply not only the
highest quality, most technically advanced products at the

You wouldn’t believe the psychology involved in putting this

lowest prices, but to also give you the advantage of our 30

stand where it is. It’s the first stand you come across when

years experience in product assembly techniques and an

you enter the exhibition and it’s the last stand you see on

after sales service second to none.

your way out! Clever, huh?

‘www.powerbond.co.uk'

Mmmm, not really. It’s the only place that nobody else

S.M.T.F.

wanted because it can be so bloody cold with the door open

SMTF is a well stocked and varied model shop based at the

all day long!

Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North, Poynton,
Cheshire, SK12 1BY. Though it stocks a wide range of ’00’

If you would like the Club to try to sell items on your behalf,

models and accessories it is, perhaps, best known for its ‘G’

please look at the article on page 20 and appendix 1. Last

scale garden railway items.

year, the stall had a turn-over of almost £2000 ….. that
Come and see us at the show .... we are always available to

should be some indication to you of how popular it is ….. and

help and advise.

was able to contribute well over £1000 to Club funds!

01625 850427

Maybe this year we will continue to break records, who
knows? We’ve been breaking them now, consistently, for the

Sweets of Yesteryear
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last 5 years!

HOW MANY WHEELS CAN A STEAM

https://www.american-rails.com/triplex.html
https://www.american-rails.com/triplex.html
https://www.american-rails.com/triplex.html
https://www.american-rails.com/triplex.html
https://www.american-rails.com/triplex.html
https://www.american-rails.com/triplex.html
https://www.american-rails.com/triplex.html
https://www.american-rails.com/triplex.html
https://www.american-rails.com/triplex.html

LOCOMOTIVE HAVE?
Mike Hebblethwaite

How about 24?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
2-10-10-2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
2-10-10-2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
2-10-10-2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
2-10-10-2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
2-10-10-2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
2-10-10-2

Three of these locos were built for the Erie Railroad by
Baldwin in 1914. Apparently these beasts were never
simpled, even when starting, as only a few turns of the
driving wheels would have emptied the boiler! Although
designed to haul coal trains (one actually did start a train of
250 coal cars!), they spent most of their working lives acting

This monster, built by the Atcheson, Topeka and Santa Fe

as helpers (pushers) on long, steep grades such as

was a 2-10-10-2. The cost, when built in 1911, was $43,880.

Susquehanna Hill.

They were built out of existing 900 and 1600 class 2-10-2s
with new front engines and tenders built by Baldwin. The

They were retired from service in the late 20s. The

unusual tender, with its rear slope, was designed to improve

experiment was far from being a roaring success simply

rearward vision. Altogether 10 of these locomotives were

because the loco’s massive cylinders could devour steam far

built for use between Bakersfield and Barstow (and up to San

quicker than the boiler (and small fire grate) could produce it!

Bernadino) but they did not prove to be very successful so

MACCLESFIELD MODEL RAILWAY GROUP

were converted back to 2-10-2s between 1915 and 1918.

Do you have any sad, unwanted model
railway items? Maybe they are broken

Maybe 26 wheels is more to your liking?

beyond repair, are simply of no further use
to you …… or you just don’t know what to

How about this Pennsylvania Railroad (PRR) JJ1A

do with them.
DON’T THROW THEM AWAY - THEY CAN

2-10-10-4? It’s got a couple more wheels than the 3000 class

ONLY GO TO LANDFILL!

AT&SF loco and was built a whole lot later. It was a much

We could repair them or use them for parts
to repair other items. Parts could be used to
help others repair their model railway items.

http://sbiii.com/bwapoc26.html
http://sbiii.com/bwapoc26.html
http://sbiii.com/bwapoc26.html
http://sbiii.com/bwapoc26.html

They could be used in a variety of Club projects. Surplus items could be
refurbished and sold on our secondhand stall at our annual exhibition to
help raise funds for the Club to support our promotion of railway
modelling as a hobby……
There are so many ways that your unwanted items could be of help to
others.
MAKE THEM HAPPY AGAIN. DON’T BIN
THEM - DONATE THEM !

more modern design by a guy called George Ersatz (nothing

WE WILL COLLECT THEM FROM YOU

to do with war-time coffee!) and was built at the Altoona

(within 20 miles of Macclesfield)

works and delivered in 1944.

You can contact the club at :-

‘queries@macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'
or ‘comment’ on this ad and someone from
MMRG will contact you.

Still not impressed?

You can also phone 07761 122126 and ask
for Mike.

How about 28 the wheels on this 2-8-8-8-2 triplex loco?
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The Annual Exhibition could not take place without an ‘army’

hand stall, can test anyone’s diplomacy skills

of willing hands and maybe, if you have a few spare hours,

and patience at times but, again, it is a vital

you could be a part of that ‘army’.

role. Have you got what it takes to encourage
the visiting public to part willingly with their

Maybe, for your efforts, you’d like to be

money?

rewarded with a pint. No problem!
Perhaps problem solving is more your thing.

to ‘replace’ some of the fluids lost whilst setting up tables,

?

marking out the halls, placing chairs, helping exhibitors set

volunteers who can answer the public’s questions or, at least,

up (where requested) and generally making ready for the

point them in the direction they might find them. Another vital

start of the show. It’s a vital role and a well earned pint!

role.

Traditionally, all those who volunteer to help set
up the exhibition on Friday are marched (well,
maybe not marched) off to the pub at the end of the evening

The visiting public can, at times, come up with
the strangest requests and ask for all manner of
advice. Do you like to ‘think on your feet’ and
point people in the right direction? We need

Thanks to those who’ve volunteered in the past we’ve
managed to set up the show in record time for the past

So, that’s it for another year? Not quite.

couple of years and an early pint has been the order of the

The school has to be cleared of any

day. Could you help and earn a pint?

evidence that the exhibition has ever taken
place - and that needs muscle-power!

Many people arrive by car and, guess what,

Everything that was set up on Friday needs dismantling.

they need to be able to park it! As you may

Chairs need to be stacked, tables taken down and stacked

already know, we don’t have limitless

ready for collection, litter collected, marking tape removed,

parking spaces and our car parking area

displays to be packed away - oh, the list is almost endless!

(shared with other school users) can, at times, get quite full.

With enough pairs of hands, however, we could continue to

Mmm. Make that very full! Could you help visitors find a

beat previous records! No free pint this time, I’m afraid, but

parking space on the school campus or, when it gets pretty

I’m pretty sure that whoever helps pack up will be visiting a

full, use your local knowledge to re-direct visitors to areas

suitable hostelry for another well earned pint …… or two,

where they could find parking spaces? Again, it’s a vital role -

three?

so much so that we’ll even supply you with a ‘high vis vest’!
If you do have any spare time over the exhibition weekend
Maybe you might enjoy a more ‘hands on, up front’ role.
Dealing with the public, especially on the door or the second

and you are able to help, please contact us at:-
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‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

THOSE ‘PESKY’ 0n30 BACHMANN
PASSENGER CARS
Mike Hebblethwaite

What can I say? I promised you a ‘warts and all’ final
summary ……….. So, here goes!

You, no doubt, will have registered last month (see
JANUARY issue) that all did not go as well as I’d hoped with
the final assembly of these cars!

Although I was reasonably pleased with the construction
work, painting and lettering, the bodies were a much tighter
fit on the chassis than I had catered for - paint and ‘dull coat’
not withstanding. As I fitted the bodies there were a couple of
ominous cracking sounds that signalled that the joints in the
bodywork were not up to the task of coping with the tight fit.

Temporary repairs were the order of the day!

From joints in the
bodywork that
were barely visible
I now have what,
to me, seem like
‘Grand Canyons’.
The joints have

insert the glazing back into the clerestory. Again, the joint has

been re-filled,

been re-aligned and strengthened but I have not, as yet, got

strengthened and

around to any more extensive repairs….. I have a lot of other

re-painted but as

items of rolling stock to repaint and re-letter with very little

they are so close,

time available.

in some cases, to
rather expensive

Such is life.

decals (I have no
spares) I have

As a project, am I happy with the outcome? Apart from the

settled for

mishaps and the effect they’ve had on the overall finish of the

‘temporary’

passenger cars, yes, I am. I’ve ended up with a rake of

repairs.

passenger cars that, at least, look the part. They have been

Welcome to the Grand Canyon! Even the filler
on the waistline trim ‘pinged’ out!

well worth the effort. The faults will be hard for the casual

However, the disasters did not end there.

observer to spot as the train moves around the layout but, as
I know the faults are there, they seem glaringly obvious to

If you recall, I was quite pleased with the finish on the three

me. When I have the time, I will rectify them!

extended roofs and their (almost) invisible joints.
Unfortunately, and entirely as a result of my own
hamfistedness, one of the roof joints failed as I was trying to
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All you need is a clear idea (research is all important) of what
you want to produce, an appropriate donor vehicle or
vehicles, a few simple tools, imagination and a steady hand!

So, what’s stopping you from ‘having a go’? And, if you do,
please tell us about it. Even if it’s not perfect (just like my
efforts!), you will help fellow modellers to avoid the mistakes
you (and I) have made!

At the time of writing this, it has been confirmed that
‘Purgatory Peak’ has been invited to the Dortmund
Intermodellbau in April ………… only the biggest show of its
kind in the whole of Europe! Those passenger cars are
sure to meet a critical audience there!
There are two joints in this panel and both survived fitting the car body back
onto the chassis! This is how the’Grand Canyon’ used to look!

Maybe those repairs won’t be so ‘temporary’ after all!

K27, no 456, drifts into Purgatory Peak’s small station at the Pontefract
exhibition (26/27 January). The layout won ‘Best in Show’ but, I suspect, the
passenger cars had little to do with that!

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:-

Would I fear ‘butchering’ (kit-bashing!) further models? No. I

“NARROW GAUGE MODELING COMPANY”

will, however, take more time over planning and test fit parts

Hubbardston

at every stage of construction!

MA, USA
(1) 978 928 5128

Would I recommend kit-bashing as a way of ending up with

specialising in On18, On2, On3 and On30

models that either fit a purpose, are unavailable from a

‘narrowgaugemodeling.com'

manufacturer or produce something that’s imaginative and

and Facebook at ‘Narrow Gauge Modeling

‘quirky’? Yes, I would.

Company’
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DCC CONTROL?

RAILROAD CROSSINGS

Does someone need to explain that you can run two (or
more) trains on the same track with DCC - but not both in the
same place at the same time!
Crossing railway lines in a road vehicle is always at some

TRACK MAINTENANCE

risk …….. but crossing the Texas and Pacific freight yard at
El Paso, Texas was qualify as a leap of faith!

TRAIN DETECTION

Trains were recorded travelling over this rail ‘joint’ on Indian
Railways. Brings to mind some of the lines I’ve seen crossing
baseboard joints that were less than perfect!

PHOTOSHOP

Now, if you place your ear against the rail at this point, you
can hear a train coming from, ooooh, some distance away.

On your travels around t’interweb, have you come
across any pictures that you could add a humorous
There are some great examples of scary railroad scenes

caption to or any other ‘chuckle muscle exercisers’? If

created using PhotoShop (or similar) out there on t’interweb,

you do find any, please send them in ….. I’m going

but this has to be the worst I’ve ever seen!

square-eyed with all the ‘trawling’ I do! Ed
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‘PEVEL DEPOT’ - A £1 RAFFLE PRIZE!!

A series of drawings were produced, and you can see here

Steve Nixon

the winning sketch as it were. After much consideration we
decided to make it a diesel engine depot. So now we had a

Pevel Depot is the latest “raffle layout” from the MMRG. By

plan. Let’s get on with it.

raffle we mean that it will be raffled off at our exhibition in
March 2019. The layout itself is

To get started we built some low relief industrial units to go

another OO scale and started

along the backscene. These were your normal printed sheet

from the kind donation of the
basic board already fitted with
trackwork and wired, so in this
respect we had a great start.
The photo (left) shows how it
arrived in the spring of 2018.
The board is 4ft long by
18inches wide, with a series of
points and sidings plus a
control panel.

kits which were mounted to card and then customized a little
to fit in with the layout. These low relief building work well on

In the summer a second board was added of the same

a narrow layout.

dimensions, so the overall layout is now 8ft long. We
experimented with different track plan ideas, but in the end,

Next was to paint up the town on the backscene, which
wraps around 3 sides of the layout. Given the industrial units
filled much of the backscene length then the amount of
painting that we had to do was much less than normal.

Thereafter we moved to create the engine maintenance shed
and diesel filling pumps. Most of this came from a Hornby kit,
we decided not to do any permanent work on that. We

which we then remodelled, repainted and weathered.

considered that should be for the new owner to take charge

The engine depot even has some football graffiti painted on

of and plan their own dream. Indeed, the winner may even
want or need to change the baseboard plan to fit in with their
requirements at its final home. So, the second board will
simply be fitted with a couple of fiddle yard like sidings, but
not mounted permanently to the second board.

the sides, with “Man City” on one side and “MUFC” on the
other. The building can be turned around in order to please
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different football fans. As they say on the BBC, “other teams

The layout is really starting to look very nice now. We are still

also exist” so, with that in mind, should the winner want

having more ideas, but two things always come to mind.

another name going on then we can probably arrange this.

Firstly, it will be given away at our show in March so we must

But we are not painting in detailed club crests!

get things done very quickly; and secondly that it is a “onepound a ticket” raffle prize. It is so easy to get carried away

By now we are getting close to Christmas and you get those

thinking we are building a major exhibition layout!

nice tins of nuts in the supermarkets. Several were
purchased, the contents eaten and then you are left with the

The final few weeks will involve finishing off the scenery. In

empty containers, which with a bit of paint and imagination

next month’s newsletter we will include photos of the finished

can become lovely tanks of diesel fuel? As I write this work is

article.

still in progress, but I have every confidence that the end
result will be fantastic.

Would you like to be involved in building next year’s £1

The original layout board has the control panel built onto the

layout? If you would, then please contact the Newsletter.

scenic part of the board itself. It was intended as a kid’s
bedroom layout. This would limit the way we operated it and

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

of course blocked out a large part of the scenic area. So, we

“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)

decided to remove the control panel and make it remote.

Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North,
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1BY

This way it could be operated from behind, like at an
exhibition, or from the front as it may be at home. An

01625 850427

excellent idea, but of course meant we had quite a bit of
rewiring to do with big 25 pin connectors. You can see a
couple of photos of the work in progress.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“TRIDENT TRAINS”

The underside of the layout looks great, but I think we need

Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre,
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,

another solution for the control box! Originally the control box
wiring extended beneath the layout top which is why you
have this big pile of spaghetti. By the time of the show it will

CW5 7LG

be sorted, and I can say at this stage that it is all running as it
01270 842400

should again, so the last bit just involves carpentry.

www.tridenttrains.co.uk
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CASH FOR YOU, HELP FOR THE CLUB.
Mike Hebblethwaite
I’m hoping that you’ve already begun searching out those
redundant projects, sorting out unwanted locos, stock and
accessories and, generally, been having something of a
‘clear-out’. All those items you’ve come across that you no
longer want, maybe you can turn them into cash!
Boxed and in 1st class, as new condition - yours for just £20 (new £30 +)

What do you need to do to sell items on the “Pre-loved

won’t sell! Unless what you are trying to sell really is a

Stall”? It’s all quite simple really …………..

‘collector’s item’ don’t expect secondhand goods to sell for
much more than half the price of new equivalents dependant

1) Using small labels that are readily available in WHSmiths

on condition, original box, etc. Remember, those looking at

or any stationers (such as Rymans), clearly mark your

buying your items are just as canny as you might be if you

items showing your initials, the item number and price.

were buying their’s!!

Make sure the labels are firmly attached and visible!
The Club will charge 10% commission on each sale which,
we hope, you think not unreasonable. Last year, the Stall
turned over in excess of £2,500 - there really are buyers ‘out
there’ waiting for your items - and was able (with donated
items) to raise over £1100 for Club funds!

Boxed and in 1st class, as new condition - yours for just £30 (new £80 + [Hattons])

2) Using the Sales Sheet (see appendix 1), carefully list all
the items you have for sale and match them, in numerical

Bittern and 3 Pullman carriages in 1st class, as new condition - sold as set only £80

order, to your label numbers. Please, also list your asking

(new combined price £230)

price for each item.
For those small items, spare parts, items with ‘bits missing’ or

3) The Sales Sheet is important because each of your sales
will be recorded on it and it will become your receipt at the

simply because you are feeling generous, we will accept

end of the show. It will list your total sales, the commission

almost anything as a donation. Every little helps, as they say!

deducted (10%) and the final sum owing to you.
Finally, please make sure that all locos you are selling are in
All you then have to do is bring along your items to the Stall

full working order and, if possible, recently serviced. This

as soon as you can during or after setting up on the Friday

year we shall have a multi gauge test track (00, TT, N and O)

evening. You can even bring in your items during the show

switchable between DC and DCC and will demonstrate each

itself but be aware, the later you leave it, the fewer potential

loco before selling it.

buyers you will have.
What are you waiting for? Print off a copy of Appendix 1 and
start listing!!

And finally, a word of advice. Do try to be realistic with the
prices you are asking. Don’t underprice and cheat yourself
but, on the other hand, don’t overprice - your items simply
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THE TRAMS OF TENERIFE

low clouds or go to the Capital of the island, Santa Cruz. I

Dominic Emery

had thought that the city was too far away to get to but there
is an express bus from Los Christeanos, a major ferry port in
the South-West, using the motorway (Interstate).

The Island of Tenerife, which many of us know as a holiday
destination, is one of the Canary Islands, a group of volcanic

So the trip was planned and we took a normal bus for the
short journey from the tourist town, Playa de Las Americas,
where we staying (close to Los Christeanos) and then the
express. The trip took us just over an hour with the express.
Now you are thinking what has this got to do at all with
railways and you’re quite right at the moment …… not a lot!

When I go somewhere on holiday, I always try to find
something of railway interest. I didn't imagine there would be
anything on a volcanic island where the mountain in the
middle takes up so much of it. I had found out on a previous
visit (internet) that there is a standard gauge tramway
network Transvia (2 lines) running from Santa Cruz to the old
capital of the island and now University town of San Cristobal
de La Laguna or just La Laguna for short. The old part of the

TENERIFE

city is a UNESCO World Culture Site. That of course makes
the trip more interesting for the non- rail enthusiast partner!

So we decided (I got permission!) to do the tram trip first
before looking around Santa Cruz.

The tram Terminus is directly behind and below the main bus
station and adjacent to the new Concert hall with its modern
and unusual architecture and along side part of the important
docks.

islands in the Atlantic Ocean off the North African coast. The
Canaries belong to Spain and have a warm to hot climate in
Summer and a warm Climate in Winter. The Islands are very
popular with both west and north European tourists and quite
a few people emigrate there on their retirement.

Well, it was our third summer holiday there and it was getting
near the end of the trip, Gaby suggested that we take a day
off from the beach and do something else. She forwarded the
The Santa Cruz terminus name is Intercombiador which, I

idea of going to the top of the mountain in the middle of the
island which, for most of our holiday, had been hidden behind
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think, means ‘interchange’. It is a very simple affair with an

information/sales office and two single sided platforms with

stops and a car park. We take a sharp right at a major road

ticket machines. The twenty trams, built for the start of the

junction onto the Avenida. De La Trinidad and follow this road

service on the 2nd June 2007, are Citadis five car articulated

for a short while before stopping in the middle of the road at
one of the two platforms that form the terminus. We are
actually just short of the old part of the city which is, in the

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=up7yiHcTMNU'

sets built by Alstrom in Spain with each wagon having a
different colour. They are designed for speeds up to 70 kmh

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=up7yiHcTMNU'

(44 mph) but they usually average only 25 kmh (15 mph) .

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=up7yiHcTMNU'

The line is electrified with 750 volt overhead wires and is very

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=up7yiHcTMNU'

modern. It was not until I was researching the net for this

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=up7yiHcTMNU'

article that I found out that a tram line had existed from 1904

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=up7yiHcTMNU'

until 1951 that went from Santa Cruz to La Laguna and on to

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=up7yiHcTMNU'

Tacoronte.

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=up7yiHcTMNU'
‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=up7yiHcTMNU'

Back to the present and we bought our tickets (one way) at

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=up7yiHcTMNU'

the machine and got on board. We didn't realise at the start

‘https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=up7yiHcTMNU'

of the journey that you have to hold the ticket in front of a
sensor to validate it. The fine for an invalid ticket is €400

main, reserved for pedestrians.Not actually knowing where

(£370/$463US), so don't forget to do it!

we were, we started walking off in the wrong direction, soon
discovered our mistake and, like lemmings, followed the rest

Extensive sections of the double track bed is embedded in

of the tourists!

grass and, for the most part, runs down the middle of the
streets.The line starts off along the sea front before taking a

From leaving the port we had been climbing all the way up

sharp left hand curve to follow a route through the old part of

out of the Capital - a difference of 600m. The only two places

the city and tourist areas. We curve back off to the left again

that were flat were the two junctions with Line 2 which were

(following the best route out the city) and travel through the

in tunnels under road junctions. We spent the next couple of

inner city suburbs passing, on our way, industrial areas,

hours or so looking around the old City, its Cathedral and

hospitals and the main brewery on the island! Carrying on

other points of interest.before heading back. We later walked

through the outer suburbs we pass the first junction with Line

up through Santa Cruz and ended up near the tram line

2, then the tram depot. There was not a lot to see,

where I took some more photos during a coffee break. Even

unfortunately, at the depot then came the second junction

though I am not a great tram fan, the tram ride gave us some

with Line 2. Here we start to pass parts of the university of La

good views of the City, the surrounding countryside and took

Laguna and the transport interchange with taxi stand, bus

us to interesting historical places.
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A ride on the trams is highly recommended for anyone that

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

wants a day away from the beach and there are also shops

“CHESHIRE MODELS”

for the partner to check as well. We suggested the trip to

37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield

friends who were not transport fans, but they did it in
November and found it very worthwhile. The line is 12,5km

01625 511646

long, the journey takes 37 minutes and has 21 stations. On

www.cheshiremods.org.uk

the 30th May 2009 Line 2 opened from Ticer (Santa Cruz)
and La Cuesta in La Laguna. It is 3,6 km long, has 6 stops
(two of which are transfer stops with Line 1) and six extra
MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

trams were bought in to operate the line.

“THE MODEL CENTRE”
More information can be found at :Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,
1) ‘www. metrotenerife.com' (in both English and Spanish)

YO22 5LF

2) ‘https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tenerife_Tram'
01947 899125

3) ‘https://www.webtenerife.co.uk/need-know/gettingaround/public-transport/tranvia.htm'

“www.themodelcentre.com"

EDITOR’S NOTE

The mountain which Dominic mentions as occupying a large

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

part of Tenerife’s land area is Mt Teide and is an active

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”

volcano! It is responsible for the island’s existence! Despite
30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY

Tenerife’s warm climate, Mt Teide is high enough at 12,198ft

0161 928 5940

(3,718mtrs), the third tallest volcano in the world from base to
summit, to be snow-capped for, at least, part of the year. Mt

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

Teide also boasts its own astronomical observatory and
forms part of the Teide National Park.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

Although canaries can be found on the islands, the Canary
Islands (Islas Canarias) derive their name from the Latin

“CHESHIRE MODELS”

‘Canariae Insulae’ which, literally, means ‘Islands of the

37, Sunderland Street, Macclesfield

Dogs’ and, originally, was only applied to Gran Canaria.

01625 511646

Apparently, according to Pliny the Elder (a Roman historian,

www.cheshiremods.org.uk

amongst other things!), the island of Gran Canaria was
named as such by King Juba II of Mauretania because it
contained “vast multitudes of dogs of very large size”.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

There are, of course, other explanations as to how the

“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”

islands got their name - some less plausible that others!

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY
More information can be found at :-

0161 928 5940
“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

‘https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canary_Islands'
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available to set up, run and dismantle the show), by far the

THE LAST WORD

greatest concern now is the number of people who actually visit
the show. Will we get enough support from fellow railway

Model railway exhibitions are vital to the clubs that are

hosting them. They are, without any doubt, the biggest source modellers and the general public? That is something you might be
able to help us with. You’ll see in the following pages some fliers,
of any club’s income. Sometimes, other than membership
fees, they are the only source of income during the year and

a poster and some window banners. Please use them to help

they are often the reason for the clubs’ continued existence.

advertise the show. Simply copy and print them off and use them
where ever you can. Don’t forget to tell your friends about the
event and, if you have Facebook, visit the Club’s Facebook page

MMRG is no different in that respect.

and ‘LIKE’ and ‘SHARE’ as many posts as you can. Thank you.
The annual show generates a profit which, in turn, helps to

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES

pay the rent and that means individual members have to fork
Newsletter:-

out less in membership fees. It helps to sustain the Club
which otherwise would, financially, be unaffordable. It also

e-mail

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"

generates money that is put to other uses such as promoting
railway modelling as a hobby and this Newsletter is a good

telephone

07761 122126

example of how MMRG is committed to that role.
Macclesfield Model Railway Group:-

Having said that, annual shows/exhibitions are a great
‘window’ on our hobby. Visiting layouts show what is possible

web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

and the trade stands showcase what is available to help us

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

achieve our aims.
telephone

Without annual shows we’d all have to rely on the internet for
our inspiration and ideas …… and that comes a very poor

07796 457978
07761 122126

Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

second to seeing a ‘live’ model railway in action and meeting/
talking to those responsible for building it.

Let’s go through the check list ……..
If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model Railway

venue booked

✔

catering booked

✔

layouts booked

✔

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:-

traders booked

✔

Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

big red bus booked

✔

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

tables booked

✔

Treasurer

Alan Ashton

Secretary

Tom McDonough

help to set up
visitors

some

✔

?

Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red link above.

Member reps

Colin Moores
Tony Hallatt

As with all clubs, as we approach ‘show time’ it is also ‘nail

Steve Nixon

biting’ time. Everything is organised, booked and in place
Gerry Ogden

ready for the event. Although we are still faced with some
major tasks (like ensuring we have enough pairs of hands

Newsletter Editor
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Mike Hebblethwaite

Appendix 1

appendix 2

appendix 3

appendix 4

Macclesfield Model Railway Exhibition

March 11
12th
& 12
13th
MARCH
9th AND
10th
Saturday10
10-5,
Sunday 10
10-4:30
Saturday
- 5, Sunday
- 4.30

TYTHERINGTON SCHOOL
Manchester Road, SK10 2EE

Macclesfield Model Railway Exhibition

MARCH
AND
10th
March9th
12th
& 12th
13
11
Saturday10
10-5,
10-4:30
Saturday
- 5, Sunday 10
- 4.30

TYTHERINGTON SCHOOL
Manchester Road, SK10 2EE

